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Introduction

WordPress.com is an excellent blog platform, which is why I recommended it in one of my 
blog posts on Tech for Luddites. It’s free, it has an easy-to-use interface, it offers many useful 
features and the program is completely managed by a third party, making it an excellent 
choice for people who are just learning to blog, or even experienced bloggers who are perfectly 
satisfied with everything it has to offer them. 

However, after a while, many bloggers find that the service is too limiting for what they need. 
This is especially true for anyone using it to run a business or nonprofit organization. That’s 
where WordPress.org comes in.

Note: WordPress is also frequently used for non-blog websites. For the purposes of this 
guide, the terms “blog” and “site” may be used interchangeably because the steps involved are 
identical for both situations.

What is WordPress.org?

WordPress.org is simply a website where you can download the files you need to run your own 
WordPress application. In fact, the title of this guide, From WordPress.com to WordPress.org, 
is a bit of a misnomer. Unlike WordPress.com, which hosts the application, WordPress.org lets 
you create what’s called a self-hosted blog. That means that you have to purchase your own 
web hosting service where you can install the WordPress files and manage it on your own.

What are the benefits of a self-hosted WordPress blog?

 > You have a personal domain name. Instead of yourdomain.wordpress.com your blog 
will be at www.YOURDOMAIN.com. Note: You can also do this at WordPress.com for 
an extra fee.

 > There are many more themes available and many of those have advanced options for 
customizing the look and feel of your blog. And, if those options still aren’t enough, you 
have full access to the code so you (or a professional web designer) can customize it to your 
exact specifications.

 > There is a huge community of WordPress developers who are constantly creating new 
plugins (bits of code) that you can add to your blog for additional functionality without 
needing to be a programmer yourself. 

 > You can use your blog to earn money through advertising or e-commerce transactions.

All this while still providing the same easy-to-use interface that is found at WordPress.com.

http://www.techforluddites.com
http://www.wordpress.com
http://www.techforluddites.com/2009/10/picking-a-platform-for-your-blog.html
http://www.wordpress.org
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What are the drawbacks of a self-hosted WordPress blog?

 > There are costs involved in hosting your own blog or website. At a minimum you need to 
purchase a hosting service, which is where you store the files for your site, and a domain 
name. And there are many optional add-ons that you may want to purchase. The next 
section of the guide details what you can expect to pay for the basics that I recommend.

 > When you host your own WordPress application, you are fully responsible for all the 
management of it, which includes updating files, installing plugins, data backups, managing 
spam and so on. There are a lot of support resources available to help you do all these tasks 
but you must do them yourself or hire someone to do them for you. 

 > WordPress.com has some features available that are not available with the default 
application you install from WordPress.org. For example, WordPress.com has many more 
widget types available, including ones to upload an image, subscribe to your blog and 
display your Twitter feed, and provides the ability to add a contact form to a page. You can 
access many of these features on your own blog by using a popular plugin called Jetpack, 
which I describe near the end of the guide. But, again, it’s something you have to do 
yourself.

The WordPress.com site has a more detailed explanation of the pros and cons of the two 
different types of WordPress blogs.

How much does a self-hosted WordPress blog cost?

The WordPress application files are free to download and install but there are two things you 
will need to purchase to run your own blog or website.

 > Web Hosting Service: This is where you install the files to run WordPress.

 > Domain Name: This is the address for your blog, e.g. www.YOURDOMAIN.com.

Web Hosting Service

This guide provides instructions for installing your WordPress application on a web hosting 
service called HostGator (www.techforluddites.com/hostgator). All of my WordPress blogs run 
on this host and I have received excellent customer service from them when I needed it. The 
standard price for one year of hosting for one domain name is around $83 and you can use the 
TECHFORLUDDITES coupon code to get 25% off this fee (for a new cost of $63). There are 
also longer terms available with discounted pricing and the coupon code works for those as 
well.

http://www.techforluddites.com
http://en.support.wordpress.com/com-vs-org/
http://secure.hostgator.com/~affiliat/cgi-bin/affiliates/clickthru.cgi?id=techforluddites 
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There are also two add-ons I recommend purchasing, for protecting your privacy and 
protecting your site from malware, for about $25 per year for both. These will be described 
later in the guide.

Domain Name

You can purchase your domain name from HostGator at the same time you purchase the 
hosting service. The domain name costs about $13 per year. 

So your initial outlay to host your blog on HostGator will be about $100 and renewal costs will 
depend on the length of service you initially purchase.

Note: If you want your old site to redirect to your new one, you can purchase an upgrade from 
WordPress.com for $13/year. Go to the Store in the dashboard to purchase it.

HostGator also offers a 45-day money back guarantee so if you set up your blog there and then 
decide you don’t like it, you can cancel your service and receive a full refund.

Disclosure:

I am an affiliate of HostGator, which means I get a commission for each sale purchased 
through my links or using my coupon code. However, this does not in any way affect your 
pricing options and I really do use and love the service.

There are many other companies where you can purchase web hosting and register domain 
names. If you have friends with their own blogs, check with them for recommendations. If you 
prefer those options, you can still use this guide to understand the general process of installing 
WordPress, but the specific steps and screenshots will not be applicable.

What if I already have a domain name?

If you already own a domain name, you can transfer it to HostGator for free (with a one-year 
extension on its current expiry date). However, doing this will involve multiple steps that 
require a certain level of technical expertise.

Instead, I recommend you don’t do the transfer before setting up your WordPress site. Then 
you can simply point the domain name at your current registrar to your HostGator site until 
everything’s set up and then transfer the name if you want to. More information about pointing 
the domain name to the site will be provided at the appropriate point in this guide. Depending 
on your registrar, it can take anywhere from a few minutes to a few days to map the domain 
name to your new site so factor that possibility in when you’re planning the timing for the 
transition. You can also leave it at your current registrar and not do the transfer at all.

http://www.techforluddites.com
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Also, before resetting the domain to HostGator’s servers, you need to make a change 
to your WordPress.com site to change the primary URL back to the standard format, e.g. 
YOURDOMAIN.wordpress.com. Otherwise, if you try to access your old site, it will redirect to 
the new one. You can make this change from the Store > Domains menu.

What else do I need to know before moving forward?

 > When you set up a new site on HostGator, it can take anywhere from a few minutes to a full 
day for your domain name to make its way throughout the Internet infrastructure and  for 
your new URL to become live. While you can install WordPress before it’s live, you’ll need 
to contact HostGator support to set you up with a temporary URL to access the WordPress 
dashboard. And when your new URL is available, you’ll have to make a change in Settings > 
General to replace the temporary URL with your new one. If you wait until the new URL is 
live before installing WordPress, you can get started working with it right away.

 > Not every theme on WordPress.com is available for self-hosted sites. And some are 
available but are different versions, so there may be some differences between them. For 
example, the Adventure Journal theme on WordPress.com offers three footer areas in the 
Widgets section that are not available with the theme you install on your self-hosted site. 
Before moving your blog, you can see if the theme you’re using is available and Preview it 
to make sure it looks the way you want it. Of course, if you were thinking about changing 
themes anyway, this will be a great time to do so and you’ll have many more options to 
choose from.

 > This guide provides step-by-step instructions on how to migrate your existing content from 
your WordPress.com blog to your new self-hosted one. While a large part of that content 
can be migrated through the export/import function, there are other aspects like theme 
customizations and widgets that cannot. So there is a certain amount of manual clean-up 
required to make your new blog identical to your old one.

 > If you want your old site to redirect to your new one, you can purchase an upgrade from 
WordPress.com for $13/year. Go to the Store in the dashboard to buy it.

 > This guide is designed for people who have used WordPress.com before, so it does not 
provide instructions on what to do with it once it’s set up. If you’ve never managed a blog 
or website before, you may want to set up a test site on WordPress.com to see if you like it. 
You can find instructions on how to get started on the Tech for Luddites site. It was written 
a few years ago, so there will be some differences in the WordPress.com interface now, but 
the general principles still apply.

That’s it... Now let’s create your new blog!

http://www.techforluddites.com
http://wordpress.org/extend/themes/
http://www.techforluddites.com/2009/10/setting-up-your-blog-on-wordpress-com.html
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Purchasing the Web Hosting Service and Domain Name

Note: HostGator, like many web hosting providers, is frequently the target of automated 
scammers. As a result, you may be requested to provide additional information, including 
photo ID, to the company by phone or email to prove you’re a real person and complete your 
transaction. 

Go to the HostGator website: www.techforluddites.com/hostgator

The home page may look different depending on what kind of promotions they currently 
have going on. Note the percentage discount they’re offering. If it’s less than 25%, then the 
TECHFORLUDDITES promotion code is your best bet.

Click the View the Web Hosting Plans button.

This will take you to a page that provides three 
different hosting plans: Hatchling, Baby and Business. 

You will probably want to start with either the 
Hatchling or Baby plan. The main difference between 
the two is that with the Hatchling plan you can only 
have one blog on that hosting account and with the 
Baby plan you can have multiple. But if you start with 
one now, you can always upgrade your account later to 
be able to add more.

The dropdown lists under each plan give you different 
pricing options. Like many subscription-based services, HostGator offers lower monthly rates 
for longer terms as long as you pay up front.

http://www.techforluddites.com
http://secure.hostgator.com/~affiliat/cgi-bin/affiliates/clickthru.cgi?id=techforluddites
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Tip: The TECHFORLUDDITES 25% discount code will apply to your initial order, regardless 
of the term  you buy. So if you purchase a month-to-month subscription, the discount will only 
apply to the first month. If you purchase 5 years, the discount will apply to that full five years 
(on top of the discount HostGator provides for the longer term.) And regardless of what plan 
you purchase and for how long, HostGator offers a 45-day money back guarantee.

Select the plan you want and click the Order Now button.

For some reason, HostGator has two different 
workflows for this process and they seem to come up 
randomly. The first has a 2-step process, which is the 
one represented by the screenshots in this section. 
The second has everything on one screen. If that’s the 
screen you get, you’ll just need to scroll around a bit as 
we work our way through all the information.

At this point you can either purchase a new domain 
name or transfer one you already own. 

Note: As mentioned earlier, if you already have a domain name registered with another 
company, I recommend you first change the name server settings at your current registrar 
before transferring it to HostGator. However, you should still enter the domain name in the 
Transfer field so HostGator will know how to match up your current domain name with your 
new hosting service. You can then transfer it once your WordPress site is set up.

When you enter a new domain name, HostGator will look it up to see if it’s available. If yes, you 
can continue with the instructions below. If not, it will display a message that it is not available, 
and you can keep trying until you find one that is.

If you’re on the 2-screen process, this is also where you enter the coupon code for your 25% 
discount. There will probably already be a code entered in the box. That is for the default 
discount that HostGator displayed on its home page. If it’s less than 25% (which it usually is), 
type in TECHFORLUDDITES for the higher discount.

If you’re on the 1-screen process, you can scroll down 
the page to see where to change it.

Click the Continue to Step 2 button.

You will now be asked to choose a username and 
password for your HostGator account and to provide 
your credit card details.

http://www.techforluddites.com
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Next you’ll come to a section where you are offered a number of add-ons to buy. Note that the 
available options may change from time to time.

 > Domain Privacy Protection: I highly recommend 
this. When you purchase a domain name, your 
personal information, including your name, address 
and telephone number, is put into a publicly 
searchable database called WHOIS. The Privacy 
Protection service uses an intermediary so your 
personal information does not appear in the listing.

Note: If you are using the domain transfer option, you 
will not be able to purchase privacy protection until 
you’ve arranged the actual transfer.

 > SiteLock: I also consider this a critical service. What it does is scan your website daily 
to look for malware that may have been installed and other security risks and then cleans 
them up. You can purchase the same service from other companies as well, but it’s just 
convenient and inexpensive to buy it now.

 > SEO Jumpstart: I have never used this service as I manage my Search Engine 
Optimization myself. 

 > goMobi: I don’t use this service either.

Finally, review your order and if everything looks good, 
check the “I have read and agree to the terms and 
conditions” box, then click the Create Account button.

A final Thank You screen will come up with a reference 
number you should write down somewhere for your 
records. Soon afterwards, you will receive an email from 
sales@hostgator.com with the information you will need 
to log into HostGator and set up your WordPress site.

Congratulations... You’re now the proud owner of a bouncing baby blog!

Pointing Your Existing Domain Name to HostGator

If you already have a domain name, you need to now change the name servers at your existing 
registrar to HostGator’s servers. If you don’t know how to do this, you can contact technical 
support at your current registrar and they will be able to do this for you. The name server 

http://www.techforluddites.com
http://www.networksolutions.com/whois/index.jsp
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information will be in the email from HostGator and will look like this: ns####.hostgator.
com, where #### represents the server number. You will need the information for both name 
servers to point your domain name to your new site.

Depending on where your domain name is now, it could take 
anywhere from a few minutes to 72 hours to see the change 
take place. You’ll know it’s happened when you go to your 
URL and see the HostGator default page shown at right. At 
that point, you can continue with the WordPress installation.

Installing WordPress on Your New Host

The email you receive from HostGator will have three pieces of info you need to log into your 
web hosting account. 

 > Your Control Panel URL: This will look like https://gator####.hostgator.com:#### 
where the # represents actual numbers. 

 > Your User Name: The username you created when you signed up for the account.

 > Your Control Panel Password: This will be a string of random letters, numbers and 
special symbols that HostGator generates. (Note: The password you created when signing 
up is to sign into HostGator’s billing system, not the Control Panel). You can change this 
after you log in.

Go to the URL of your Control Panel.

You’ll be taken to a login screen. Enter the username and password from the 
email and click the Log In button.

You will be taken to the main control panel for your HostGator web hosting 
account. To be honest, I was a little intimidated when I first saw it because 
it’s got so much going on. But you’ll only be using a couple of different 
options for this process. The rest are for more advanced features, most 
of which you will never need.

If you want to change your password now, you’ll find the link in the 
Preferences section.

Note: When you signed up for HostGator, it created a default email 
address for you using the username you chose, i.e. username@YOURDOMAIN.com. There 
are several options in the Mail section of your control panel where you can set up additional 

http://www.techforluddites.com
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accounts (e.g. info@YOURDOMAIN.
com), check your messages via 
webmail, forward your mail to another 
address and so on. 

We’re now ready to install the WordPress application.

In the Software/Services section, click the Fantastico De Luxe icon.

Fantastico is a great tool that helps you install 
all sorts of software on your web host so that 
you don’t have to mess with database settings or 
back-end coding in any way. WordPress is one of 
the services you can install using it.

Click on WordPress in the left-hand column.

This will bring up some information about the program 
you’re installing, including the current version and disk 
space requirements. The version of WordPress is often 
not the most up-to-date one, but you’ll be able to upgrade 
easily once you’ve logged into your WordPress dashboard. 
And your HostGator account comes with unlimited disk 
space, so that’s not an issue either.

Click the New Installation link.

Here is where you’ll set all the options you need for your WordPress account.

 > Install on domain: If you only have one domain name, that 
should already be selected. If you purchased multiple domain 
names, select the one where you want to install WordPress.

 > Install in directory: Leave this blank. That means your URL 
for your blog or website will simply be www.YOURDOMAIN.
com. If you want the blog to be at a lower level, e.g. www.
YOURDOMAIN.com/blog, you can accomplish this through 
WordPress itself.

 > Administrator username: This will be the username you use 
to log into your WordPress account. It can be the same as the 
one for your WordPress.com account, but it doesn’t have to be.

http://www.techforluddites.com
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 > Password: This will be the password you use to log into your WordPress account.

 > Admin nickname: This will be how your username displays publicly—for example, in the 
author field on a blog post. You will be able to change this in WordPress later if you wish.

 > Admin email: This is the email address where you want WordPress notifications to go.

 > Site name: This is the name that will appear in the header of your blog and what will be 
considered the title for purposes such as browser bar display and search engines. You will 
be able to change this in WordPress at any time.

 > Description: This is the tagline that shows up under your site name in the header. You 
will be able to change this in WordPress at any time.

Click the Install WordPress button.

You will be taken to a screen to confirm your settings. This screen 
also provides some information about the database settings that 
were used. You don’t need to write this down as you will have that 
information sent to you at the end of the installation process.

Click the Finish Installation button.

Enter your email in the field at the bottom of the screen to have all 
the information you need to log into WordPress sent to you.

Note: For some strange reason the email shows up without anything 
in the From field. It should arrive within a few minutes. If it doesn’t, 
check your spam folder in case it ended up there.

Congratulations! You’ve just installed WordPress on  your 
web hosting account. Now let’s go finish setting it up!

http://www.techforluddites.com
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Managing the Settings for Your New Blog

Go to your new blog at www.YOURDOMAIN.com/wp-admin.

Log in using the WordPress admin username and password you 
provided during the installation. This info is also in the email you just 
received.

You’ll be taken to the dashboard of your new blog, which will look very 
much like the dashboard of your old blog—only with a lot more options 
available.

Update WordPress to the most current version.

Click the Please Update Now link at the top of the page. 
You’ll be taken to a page that offers you the choice of 
upgrading automatically or manually. 

Note: You don’t need to worry about backing up your 
database and files because your blog is brand new.

Click the Update Now button.

You’ll be taken to a thank you page that also provides 
information about what changes there are from the 
previous version of WordPress.

NOTE: Any time you’re prompted to update WordPress, 
your theme or any plugins you are using, you should do a 
Google search to see what has changed before updating. 
Updates usually contain security patches and other fixes 
as well as new features of the product that you want, but may also have changes that are not yet 
stable or that completely change your site (especially theme updates). However, if you wait too 
long to update the software, your site could be vulnerable to hacking and malware.

http://www.techforluddites.com
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Click your blog name at the top left of the screen.

You will be taken to your public site.

Note: When you’re on the public site, this same link will instead 
have a dropdown list of dashboard options. 

When you first install WordPress, your blog will have the default 
theme that came with that version of WordPress. The example at 
right shows the Twenty Twelve theme.

Return to the dashboard.

Click the Appearance > Themes link in the left-hand 
navigation.

The screen shows which themes are currently installed that you 
can choose from. If you are using one of these on your current blog, 
you can either activate it now and continue customizing it the way 
you have it on WordPress.com or skip to the next section about 
migrating your content from the old blog to the new one. 

Note: Unlike on WordPress.com, where all the themes are already 
installed and you simply need to activate the one you want to use, on your own host you need 
to install it first before you can apply it.

Click the Install Themes tab.

This is where you can search for all the other themes available for 
your blog. Since you’ve already checked to see if WordPress.org 
offers the same theme as you’re currently using on WordPress.com, 
you can just search for it by name (I’m using one called Sundance). 
If you want to change your theme, you can use the filters provided to 
help you find one you like.

Click the Install Now link.

The screen will confirm that  you have successfully installed the 
theme. Now you need to apply it to your blog.

http://www.techforluddites.com
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Click the Activate button.

The screen will confirm that the theme has been activated 
and provide links to the various options you can customize.

Click the Visit Site link at the top of the page.

Now you can see what your blog looks like with your theme 
but without your content.

Almost there! Now it’s time to bring your content 
over from WordPress.com.

Migrating Your WordPress.com Content 

Log into your WordPress.com account.

In the Dashboard, under Tools, click the Export link.

Note: You may be prompted to install the Export tool. Click OK to 
allow it and follow the steps provided.

You will be given the option to export your blog yourself or 
purchase an export service.

Click Export.

You will now be prompted to choose what you want to export. In 
most cases, you will choose All Content. This includes your posts, 
pages, comments, menus, custom fields, tags and categories. If 
you choose Posts, Pages or Feedbacks, you’ll be given options for 
filtering these items as well—for example, by a date range or author.

IMPORTANT: The file that is created through the export function WILL NOT 
contain the images from your blog. It will contain pointers to the images that 
your new blog will be able to use to find them and download them. So you need 
to keep your old blog live and publicly available until you’ve completed the 
transfer. After that, I still recommend you keep your blog live for a while, even 
if only in Private mode, to make sure you have transferred everything you need.

Click the Download Export File button.

A dialog box will pop up that lets you save the .XML file containing all the 
data to your computer. Browse to where you want to save it, then click OK.

http://www.techforluddites.com
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Now we need to import the data into your new blog. 

Return to your new blog’s Dashboard and click Tools > 
Import.

You can actually import content from many different types of blogs 
into WordPress and this screen shows exactly which elements can be 
imported from each.

Click the WordPress link.

You will be prompted to install the Importer tool.

Click the Install Now button.

Click Activate Plugin and Run Importer.

Browse to where you saved the .XML file on  your 
computer and click Upload File and Import.

The next screen offers you two options.

 > Import Author: If you chose the same admin username 
for your new site as in your old one, you should choose 
Assign Posts to Another User and pick the nickname for 
that user. Otherwise, leave the settings as they are. If you 
have other users, leave those as is also.

 > Download and Import File Attachments: It’s very 
important to check off this box if you want to transfer 
over all the items from your media library, which includes 
images, documents, videos and so on.

IMPORTANT: Your WordPress.com blog MUST be publicly 
available. If it is not, your new blog won’t be able to find the 
attachments to download and import them. Double-check the setting in the Settings > Reading 
screen of your old blog and make sure the Private option is NOT checked.

Click the Submit button.

You will get a confirmation that the file has been successfully uploaded. 
You can check the Media Library to see that your images have all been 
transferred over. 

http://www.techforluddites.com
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NOTE: You may receive error messages that certain elements couldn’t be imported—for 
example, authors or comments. Often, the things reported aren’t actually a problem; there was 
something odd in the data file but that you didn’t need anyway. So take a look at your blog first 
before deciding that the import didn’t work properly.

Go to Your Blog at www.YOURDOMAIN.com

Ta-da! Your blog should now look ALMOST exactly the same 
as your old one. All your posts, pages, menus, authors, 
categories, tags and comments should now appear. But there 
are still a few things that need to be fixed. 

Cleaning Up Your New Blog

Here are the main things you will have to manually fix to make your new blog the same as your 
old one. There’s a comparison image on the next page that illustrates these points.

 > Remove the Sample Content: When WordPress imported your content from the old 
blog, it added it to what was already there. So all sample posts, pages widgets etc. from the 
default installation are still there. You’ll need to go back to your Dashboard to remove them.

 > Change the Permalink Structure: On WordPress.com, all URLs have the same format, 
e.g. http://anawesomeblog.wordpress.com/2013/04/02/an-awesome-blogpost/. When 
you first install your own WordPress site, the URLs have a default that use the database 
ID numbers to identify the post or page, e.g. http://anawesomeblog.com/?p=6. You can 
change the structure by going to Settings > Permalinks, where you’ll have several options. 
For example, you could have the same structure as you had before: http://anawesomeblog.
com/2013/04/02/an-awesome-blogpost/. Or you could leave the date out altogether: 
http://anawesomeblog.com/an-awesome-blogpost/. 

 > Customize the Theme: If you have a header or background image installed on your old 
blog, you will need to reinstall them on the new one. The images you used will already be in 
your media library. You just need to apply them to the Theme Options again.

 > Recreate Widgets: Unfortunately, widgets do not get transferred over when you migrate 
your content, so you’ll need to add each one of them back manually. Just go to your old blog 
and copy the content from any widget, then go to your new blog to add the widget and paste 
the content into it.

 > Update User Passwords and Roles: If you had multiple users for your old blog, you’ll 
need to go into the Users section and make sure their roles are all correctly set and provide 
new passwords.

http://www.techforluddites.com
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 > Random Fixes: Sometimes the import function doesn’t work perfectly. For example, a 
few posts might not transfer over or you’ll need to resave posts to make categories display 
properly. You’ll simply have to look for discrepancies and fix them as you find them.

And voila! Your new blog is set up and ready to go with all the great new benefits 
of hosting it yourself.

Comparison of Blog Posts After Importing Content

Here is an example of the most common types of elements that will have to be manually fixed 
after importing content from your old blog and where/how to do so. 

Using Plugins

One of the biggest benefits of a self-hosted WordPress blog is that you have access to more 
than 20,000 plugins, which are mini-applications that you can use to add new features to it. In 
fact, if you’ve followed the instructions previously in this guide, you’ve already used one—the 
importer tool that you used to import your XML file. 

This section will explain the basics of installing one very popular plugin. After that, you can 
explore the directory to your heart’s content!

How to Install a WordPress Plugin

Go to Plugins > Add New.

If there’s a number displaying on the menu, it indicates the 
number of pre-installed plugins that need to be updated.

Theme-specific features:  
Appearance > Theme Options

Header image: Appearance > Header

Menu items: Appearance > Menus

Add widgets: Appearance > Widgets

Remove default sample content
Need plugin for share buttons

http://www.techforluddites.com
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/
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Search for the plugin you want by name 
or keyword or use one of the links at 
the top of the page (Featured, Popular, 
Newest, Recently Updated) to find what 
you want.

For this example, we’re going to install Jetpack, 
which is a plugin that provides a lot of the 
features you can get from WordPress.com that 
don’t come with the WordPress installation files.

Click the Search Plugins button.

A list of plugins will come up that includes the latest version of each, how users have rated it 
and a brief description of what you get with it.

Click the Details link under the plugin name.

A dialog box comes up with more information about the plugin 
including installation instructions and a link to the plugin’s home 
page if you want even more details.

Click the Install Now button at the top right.

You’ll get a message saying that the plugin was successfully 
installed.

Click the Activate Plugin link.

You’ll be taken to the list of installed plugins where you’ll already have a couple that come 
with the default WordPress files as well as the one you added to import your blog files. They’ll 
all have options for Editing and Deactivating the plugin and those that have options you can 

http://www.techforluddites.com
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customize, like Jetpack, will have a Settings link as well. You can return to this page any time 
using the Plugins link in the left-hand column.

Note: If you want to completely uninstall a plugin, you need to Deactivate it first and then a 
link will appear to Delete it.

Configuring a Plugin’s Settings

Note: The links to different plugins and their 
settings will appear in different places on your 
dashboard. For example, Jetpack now has a link 
under the Dashboard heading at the top left. Often, 
a plugin gets added under the Settings section.

Once you activate Jetpack, you’ll be prompted to 
connect your new site to  your WordPress.com 
account so it can access the extra features.

Click the Connect to WordPress.com button.

You’ll be taken to a screen that tells you which accounts will be linked. If you have more than 
one WordPress.com account, it doesn’t matter which one you link to.

Click the Authorize Jetpack button.

You’ll be taken to a screen that shows all the new features you have 
access to. The ones that are grayed out are available but need to be 
activated to use them.

Click the Learn More or Configure buttons to start incorporating the features into your new 
site.

http://www.techforluddites.com
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Other Plugins to Consider

As mentioned earlier, there are thousands of plugins you can install to enhance your blog or 
website. Here is a brief description of three of the more popular ones.

Akismet is such a popular plugin that it actually comes pre-installed with your default 
WordPress files. This plugin helps you manage spam that comes in through comments on your 
site. I’m not recommending Akismet for several reasons:

 > The number of steps required to activate it is ridiculous. You have to go to the Akismet 
website to get a key and then you have to connect to your WordPress account from there. 
None of the steps are difficult but it’s very badly organized.

 > While you can get the key for free, they do try to get you to purchase it either using an 
upgraded plan which has a $5 per month fee or to tell them what you think it’s worth to 
you. I find that approach cheesy and, if you have a new blog, you have no idea how much it’s 
worth to you.

 > Twice as I was trying to sign up for a key, I got error messages.

So my recommendation is that you start your blog or website without it and see what kind of 
comment spam you’re receiving. If it’s a lot and it’s bothering you to manually delete it, you can 
consider activating Akismet then. You can also do a web search for alternative services and see 
if you find one you like better. 

WP Super Cache is a plugin that helps speed up the loading of your blog pages by converting 
the dynamic files used to build it to static HTML pages. This can make a big difference for sites 
that have a lot of complex functions or have a lot of large photo or video files to download each 
time someone clicks on a page. I use this plugin on a couple of sites but configuring it is a little 
confusing, which is why I’m not going into more details here. The other issue is that if you don’t 
flush the cache regularly, people may not see the most up-to-date content.

All in One SEO Pack helps you incorporate the information you need into your site posts and 
pages to improve the chances of them showing up in search engine results. I don’t use this 
plugin because I manage my search engine optimization directly in the back-end code, but this 
is a very popular plugin.

Note: Plugins add a load to your website’s server and when you have a lot of them installed, 
they can affect performance. Some of them can also cause conflicts with other features so it’s 
always a good idea to do a web search before installing any plugin to get insight from other 
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more experienced users about any problems they may have experienced. Also, plugins are 
another way that hackers can access your site and so you should always update any plugins 
you’re using (after checking out what the update includes).

And that’s it for the instructional part of this guide. Good luck and have fun!

Additional Resources

The more you do in WordPress, the more you’ll want to do. Fortunately, each new thing you 
learn will make it that much easier to learn the next one. With that in mind, here is a list of 
additional resources that have proven helpful to me in my workings with the application.

WordPress.org: A one-stop shop for all things related to the application.

WordPress.org Extend: A searchable repository of themes, plugins and other useful tools to 
help you get the most out of your blog or website.

HostGator Support Portal: If you have any difficulties with the web hosting part of your 
WordPress installation, check out their support pages or contact one of their very helpful reps.

w3cschools.com: Free tutorials on HTML, CSS, PHP and more in case you decide you want to 
start delving into the back-end code.

ProBlogger: Darren Rowse is a long-time successful blogger who also sells a variety of books for 
people at all different stages of blogging. 

Tech for Luddites: Visit the WordPress section on T4L for video tutorials, tips and tricks,and 
troubleshooting pointers.

http://www.techforluddites.com
http://www.wordpress.org
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